The contractor completed concrete placement for the remaining concrete columns on the midlevel deck. They also completed the erection of the block walls for Stair#1 as well as beginning the erection of the block walls for the Stair#2. The shoring for the ground level deck was being lowered and put in place for additional concrete pours in the coming days.
The contractor continued placing shoring and decking for the parking garage at the ground level. The ground level deck requires a significant number of trades to place electrical and plumbing prior to the concrete pour.
In addition surveys are being provided to create gridlines for the layout of walls, floor sinks, rooms and lighting on the ground level deck. The project has also reached a major milestone by going vertical (Starting construction above ground level).

Week of October 17th, 2016

The contractor has erected the structural moment frame (earthquake resistant) steel. They have also continued with the ground level decking by installing the sleeves and anchors prior to the concrete pour. Rebar was delivered on Monday the 17th and shipments of rebar will continue to be dropped off daily in anticipation of installing it for the ground level.